Europe, and the psychological effects of domination
by the latter of the former, this book will be useful.
Conceptually, and in terms of a basic grasp of the
problems and their solution, Busia 'however cannot
compare'say with Mamadou Dia in his African Nations
and Warld Solidarity-which, while also being a
survey, at least places the problems of Africa into a
context which is real and demands immediate
attention.
BENVENISTE AND MORAN HAVE produced a well-rounded
survey of African economic problems in their handbook.
Apart from a rather thin and. cursory reference to
problems of agricultural and land reform, which is
inadequate, 'most of the essential issues concerning the
economies of Africa are covered, and some usefully
extracted tables of figures and facts back up the text.
Some effort has been made to avoid Cold War terms;
yet the tendency to look at Africa from a Western point
of view-from the point of view of long-term Western
interests is nevertheless present. The unashamed
"Western" approach to Africa is criticised, and while
a refreshing distinction is made between Moscowdominated political movements (which are they?) and
socialist economic principles, the authors still find it

To The Editor
DEAR SIR,-It is a pity that writers on
Mrica (such as Mr. Sale and Mr.
Leather New African 11, 4 and 11, 5)
ignore or neglect factors that must be
taken int~ account if any realistic asses'sment- of man's achievements in- differing
circumstances is to be reached. To discuss the rise, existence ~nd fall of
civilisations in lands of varying latitudes
without either defining what is meant by
"civilisation", or enumerating the conditions necessary for the rise of any
civilisation, cannot fail to be misleading.
Thus Mr. 'Sale attempts to prove that
African "civilisation" was at least
"equal" to that of Europe, using snippets
of information from a variety of largely
unverifiable sources, while Mr. Leather,
citing the same sources, backwards, tries
to prove that Mr. Sale is wrong.
Perhaps these writers should have
pointed out that in the course of. man's
development from savagery to what we
hope he will become, the stage known
as ucivilisation" is reached when he
starts to live in cities, and there masters
the' skills of social economic technical
organisation to such a degree that he is
able to stop thinking about his belly and
devote attention to his soul. When this
stage is reached a ttact of land will
produce its London, Timbuctoo, Cuzco,
Angkor, Athens, Rome or Cairo: but
this stage can be reached only when man
is so in control of the production of
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necessary to warn that "If the West refuses to help ....
or is slow or less effective, the East will reap the
advantage."
Showing that aid and investment in Africa to date,
bas not had the desired effect of bringing African
economieS to a dynamic take-off point, and showing.
too that, from all sides, aid has been motivated primarily
by strategic interests, the authors still hold out some
hope for an institutional apparatus which can channel
aid to Africa.' That aid is needed there can be little
doubt, but one cannot help but feel that already African
nations, are realising that ultimately they are going to',
have to go it alone. They must develop an attitude'
which accepts this fact, and they must no longer hope
that the West will pay its debt, nor the East pay it for
them. Present manifestations of demands for economic
agreements between African countries and the plans
for closer regional co-operation augur well for the
acceptance of this attitude.
The Handbook of African Economic Development
is a useful guide to those who wish to feel their way
into Africa's economic problems, from the point of
view of the political economist" and gives a reasonable
insight into and moderate criticism of, the thinking of
the West on the problems of the 'neutral' nations. e

food that a continuous surplus can be
produced great enough to support a substantial, city dwelling, population. This
condition can only be satisfied if the
soil in which the food is grown is rich
enough to withstand continuous exploitation, and if there is sufficient water
available to support growth.
These conditions exist eminently in
temperate latitudes, and may be taken to
explain the early development of "civilisation" in the Mediterranean basin or
in China, as well as the later development of northern Europe as the seat of
the most advanced technical civilisation
, the world has seen. The Soil of these
regions is rich (in some places in China
and England, for example, it has withstood exploitation for up to a thouSal1-1
years without any noticeable decline in
condition) and the climate is suitable for
agriculture.
The tropical latitudes, within which
almost the whole of Black Mrica falls,
are not blessed with these preconditions
for the rise of cities and the progress
their rise signifies. On the contrary, these
regions are cursed with the presence of
factors which strongly militate against
man's progress on a scale unimaginable
to those whose backgrounds are the product of temperate civilisations:
"We who live in temperate lands firai it
difficult to realise how baneful Nature
can be to man or to understand that
water in streams and swamps may swarm
with dangerous germs, millions of bloodsucking insects may inject deadly microbes into the human body, and the
very soil may be harmful to the touch"
(pierre Gourou The Tropical World, 1961
THE

ed. p 6). Not only man, but also his
animals, essential to the development of
agricultute, are victims of many diseases,
of which the most widespread are probably ·malaria and trypanosomiasis, respectively.
Of the soils,Gourou writes "Tropical
soils are poorer and more fragile than
those of temperate regions. Great care is
needed in using them if their further
impoverishment and destruction are to be
avoided. These conditions give tropical
agriculture a precarious character which
is absent from the temperate belt." (op.
cit. p. 13). The soils are lacking in humus
and in bases, and will support the continuous growth of food crops for not
more than three years, on the average,
after which they must lie fallow for more'
than ten. In a region of endemic disease,
both for himself and his animals, and of
poor and easily destructible soil, it is
hardly surprising that man generally has
not been able to rise above the level of
subsistence farming.
What progress has been made in
tropical agriculture is often the result of
influences from the temperate regions.
Thus the rice-growing civilisations of
South East Asia owe their development
to techniques from temperate China,
while India owes much to links it has
enjoyed for thousands of years with temperate Asia Minor and Europe. Tropical
Africa is separated from the temperate
regions by the largest, widest, most intractable desert in the world.
Let us hope that those who today sit
in judgment over Africa will bear these
factors in mind.
nM ,MEINrJES
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